
Unified Communications and VOIP systems are so last century.

Who cares if voice and data networks are converged?

What matters is how well it makes people work together in
our connected digital world.

Enterprise Social Networks

Building global teams
To build good teams, we need good communication. The internet has given us solutions  to 
communicate with people across the globe. However, are these solutions as unified as they 
are often described?

Just look around you, how many forms of "unified" communcations do you have at your 
fingertips? Skype, Whatsapp,Dropbox, Facebook,Twitter, Facetime,Mobile Cellphone,Google+ 
and Linkedin just to name the obvious. 

All these solutions often work well, but are there any truly unified solutions?
Do you have to pay with your privacy to use these free solutions?
Do you have to maintain all those accounts and terms and conditions ?
Is it possible to do all this in a solution within your own organisation?

The answer is yes, there is another way. 

Build social networks

Build your own private enterprise social network. Why worry about privacy?
Video conference with your team members all over the world.
Let your customers and suppliers talk to you for free.
Share documents and create process's and workflow, know who is doing what and why.
No more mixups of which template/document is the latest version.
Reduce the amount of email sent and received.
Work anywhere you like using an internet connection.

How we can help
We have partnered with a European software house that has been selling enterprise social
network for over 15 years. They provided solutions for organisations such as Zurich Insurance,
Peugeot cars and Unicef.

As their UK partner, we apply our integration skills to really make their solutions work
well to benefit you. Contact us for a demo and see how this solution can affect your business
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